
W
ith the advent of Volvo Penta’s 

Forward Drive propulsion system, 

the popular sport of wakesurf-

ing can now be practiced safely 

with sterndrives, which opens 

up a whole new category of boats to the surf-minded 

yet landlocked. If you haven’t heard of it, this unique 

Volvo Penta system consists of a sterndrive with two 

counter-rotating propellers that face forward versus 

the aft-facing props on a conventional sterndrive. That 

means the Forward Drive props are tucked under the 

hull, so there’s no chance of catching a handful of sharp, 

whirling blades when you pearl the nose while surfing. 

The Forward Drive system has taken the wake-sports 

world by storm, with boat manufacturers jumping on 

board as fast as their tooling can accommodate. Boating 

sent me, an avid inboard wakesurfer, out to surf behind 

five of the leading Forward Drive-powered boats and 

compare their waves to the pro-level ride created by an 

inboard wake boat equipped with ballast systems and 

wake-shaping devices. 

Rolling 
Forward
We rate the waves behind five boats with
Volvo Penta’s Forward Drive system.  
BY CRAIG KOTILINEK

STOKE SLANG: A GLOSSARY OF SURF TERMS
u FACE: The smooth section of the wave on which tricks are performed u LIP: The crest, or rolling top of the wave u PEARL: To accidentally drive the 
nose of the board under water u POCKET: The section of the wave in which one settles in and rides, aka the “home base” of the wave u PUSH: The force 
behind the wave, which results from a combination of hull shape, ballast, wave shape and overall mass 
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REGAL
2300 RX SURF
The Regal 2300 RX Surf was the best of the lot in 
terms of both the wave’s drive and shape. The transfer 
system, while slow, allows you to go from side to side 
while surfing. The wave face is perfectly clean, with an 
ideal shape that could work equally well for skim-style 
riders looking to do spins as it would for surf-style riders 
learning airs. The standard 1,500 pounds of ballast could 
be augmented with a full complement of observers, and 
the wave would stay clean.

Other Cool Features
uWave presets make creating a wave on either side 

mercifully easy.
uTransfers from side to side are within reach of the 

average surfer.
uTouchscreen simplifies the entire helm experience.

Wipeouts
Touchscreen’s presets aren’t adjustable, so the only 
latitude in tailoring your wave is by trimming the 
Forward Drive. 

LENGTH: 24'0"
BEAM: 8'6"
WEIGHT: 4,280 lb.
PRICE: $93,510
ENGINE/GEAR RATIO: VP V-8 300/2.14:1
BALLAST: 1,500 lb.
regalboats.com
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